1. Sergeants Major selects will be expected to be current and in compliance with the Marine Corps Professional Reading List in grade....and

2. Be familiar with the following orders and directives (hung in the ‘Student Read Aheads –Orders and Directives’ folder):
   Marine Corps Manual
   MCO P1900.16_SEPSMAN
   MCO P5060.20 D&C Manual
   MCO P5800.16 LEGADMIN
   MCO P1610.7_PES
   MCO P1400.32_ENLPROMMAN
   MCO 1040.31_ENLRET & DEVPRGM
   MCO 6100.13 PHYFIT
   MCO 1754.9_UPFRP
   MCDP 1 - 6 Series
   CMC’s Planning Guidance
   MCBUL 1200 MOS Manual
   Armed Forces Officer

3. Be capable of discussing the mitigation, prevention, identification, intervention, treatment, reintegration and maintenance initiatives and best practices in the areas of:

   Substance abuse [Drugs/Alcohol]
   Domestic violence [IDC]
   Force Preservation deficiencies [safety/criminal mischief] Sexual misconduct
   Operational stress [COSC/OSCAR/PTS] Suicide Hazing

4. Additional areas of focus:
   Societal concerns impacting the USMC
   Enduring trust qualities
   Optimal combat readiness
   Conduct factors
   Indicators of effective leadership
   DADT
   WISR [Women in service restrictions]
   Marine Total Fitness [Mind/body/spirit/social]
   Enlisted Promotion Board Precepts
   ECFC [PRO/CON]